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For those who have helped us move 

beyond the binary of me/you with love. 

.jever thine 1 
ever mine 	 1 1 
ever ours 
Ludwig van Beethoven, "Immortal Beloved" letter 3 
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i'I' Renewing the Critical Function of 
['I 	 Education Research 
"II'III 
I!.II 
Ii:1 	
Michael Singh 
i' 
The either/or logic of binaries means that one part of a binary is posi­
tioned as being normal, while the other part of the binary is constructed as 
deviant or deficient. There is a hierarchical relationship in a binary where 
one part of the either/or pair is superior and powerful, while the other 
;1 part is weak and submissive. For instance, those in the powerless position 
Ii are seen as having all the faults, rather than the dominant interests being 
questioned because they render the former's claims to intellectual equality 
invisible. The challenge is in understanding and questioning the role educa­
tional research plays in reproducing such a position, despite claims to the 
contrary. Such binaries impact on the ways in which education researchers 
perceive relationships, such as between the hierarchical ordering of ineq­
uitable power relations and people's acting as equals. They also impact on 
how we relate to other people, mostly by forestalling conceptual advances 
in education research and thus being complicit in sociocultural margin­
alization. For example, the focus on the theory/practice binary privileges 
education researchers as theorists and teachers aspractitioners, forestalling 
any prospects of engaging the divisions in different forms of knowledge 
produced by researchers and teachers under different conditions of labor. 
The theory/practice binary ignores the different time frames driving the 
knowledge of education researchers and teachers, and the divisions this 
creates in the types of knowledge they engage. Engaging the theory/practice 
binary means understanding the difference associated with the transfer, 
II 	 translation, and transformation of knowledge arising from the expectation 
of short-term effectiveness and influence as opposed to operating within a 
longer time perspective. 
There are multiple ways of conceptualizing binaries as suggested by the 
range of terms that resonate with this concept: bifurcation, dichotomy, 
dualism, opposition, polarization, and schism. This terminological com­
plexity points to the challenges of providing a widely acceptable, unam­
biguous, or canonical definition of ways of moving beyond binaries in and 
through education research. However, binaries provide an important focus 
for critique in education research, even while such research is implicated in 
perpetuating binaries. An important contribution of the education research 
:, 
.
I 
I j 
I 
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xviii Michael Singh 
in this book is in the identification, construction, and analysis of binaries, 
and, in some instances, in their disruption rather than reproduction. 
Education researchers have various strategies for critiquing the hierarchi­
power relations evident in binaries in order to engage and perhaps move 
A familiar strategy entails rendering binaries as necessar­
inescapably persistent-reproducing them in spite of an expressed 
desire to do otherwise. Education research can propagate an affirmative 
disposition toward the existing hierarchical ordering of binaries: justifying 
rather than challenging the binaries. Much education research is conserva­
tive and immunizes against possibilities for changing binaries, neutralizing 
alternative ways of conceptualizing education and research. An alternative 
strategy is to reverse the binary oppositions, for instance, by education 
researchers creating spaces for worker-intellectuals to make their 
edge claims known. At least where binary categories are contested by being 
inverted they are shown not ro be innocent. f 
The accounts in this book provide variegated insights into the divergent 
and even contradictory strategies education researchers use to trouble par­
ticular binaries. Indicating a multiplicity of strategies, these studies consider 
the contradictions, possibilities, and limitations of moving beyond binaries. 
Through deconstruction it is possible to shake loose the static position­
ing of the either/or logic that constrains thought and action. The critical 
analysis and interrogation of binaries can lead to efforts to disrupt the mar­
ginalization of what is presumed to be the weaker member of the pair. 
Analyses of c;nstructions of otherness provide the potential for disrupting 
binaries. Redefining the relationship between the pairs that constitute the 
binary can see them as being in contact rather than oppositional, thereby 
enlarging understanding of both as mutually constituted. This brings to 
light the complexity and contingency of the binary relationships, show­
ing that the two entities are more interdependent and mutually influential 
than oppositional and antitheticaL Detecting similarities, in spite of strik­
differences, between binaries enables the rejection of binary ways of 
foreclosing of understanding. This opens up spaces for 
new interests, understandings, and translations, catalyzing the potential 
for rediscovery. The emphasis here is on the fluidity and permeability of 
the boundaries beyond both halves of the binary so as to reconstruct these 
relations positively. 
Education researchers have another strategy for engaging and moving 
beyond binaries, namely whereby the subjects are positioned as knowing 
agents confronting the ways in which normal/deficient are researched, 
and reshape the ways in which the superior/submissive are studied. Edu­
cation research that seeks to undo binaries is not concerned with the 
dominated being given fair treatment by dominant interests, because 
this encourages them to focus passively on what they can expect from 
the dominant. The undoing of the binaries is attempted through acting 
together based on the presupposition that the dominated are as 
Foreword XIX 
as the dominant, even if the latter do not recognize or acknowledge that 
intellectual equality. 
The accounts in this book pose insightful new questions about the compli­
cated task of moving beyond binaries in and through education research. The 
focus can be on developing unambiguous prescriptions for use of the terms 
involved in binaries by arguing for conceptual clarity. The emphasis here 
is on conceptual abstractions that tend to be vague and lack any empirical 
reference. A shift to emphasize consistency in reasoning through the logical 
analysis of binaries offers insights into the contradictory framing of educa­
tion researchers' thinking. The irony in the strategy of questioning the uses 
of binaries by authoritative sources carries with it a necessary presumption Ii 
of an authoritative stance on the part of education researchers, opening such I 
critiques to being domesticated or neutralized. Critiques of the binaries built 
into the educational structures they uphold have proven precarious strate­
gies, offering few convincing procedures for transcending these binaries. 
efforts at moving beyond binaries in education research represented 
the accounts in this book reaffirm and review the critical function of 
education research through reexamining the concepts and methods for 
challenging binaries. Together they point to the scope and limits of efforts 
to move beyond binaries as an objective and a method of education research 
that takes as its aims the rejection of subservience to sociopolitical domina­
tion or unquestioning acquiescence to intellectual authority, and creating 
new modes of education research and knowledge production. 
